


Advantages of Planting Wildflowers

●Natural and low maintenance
●Attractive to beneficial insects
●Food source for wildlife (and us too).
●Medicinal/herbal benefits
●Beautiful
●Good for the environment



Drawbacks of Planting Wildflowers

●There are no real reasons not to plant wildflowers, as
long as you do it responsibly.
●Accidental introduction of non-native species.
●Planting wildflowers from seed mixes.
●  (Always purchase seeds appropriate to the area of
planting.)



Just what is considered a Wildflower?

A wildflower is generally defined as any flowering
herbacious species or woody ornamental growing wild
within the area's natural ecosystem.  In other words,
native to the area.



Facts on Wildflowers

●Experts estimate that there are over 20,000 types of
wildlowers that exisit in North America alone.
●These flowers flourish in the wild without human
intervention.
●Plant types are made up of perennials, biennials, and
annuals.



Facts on Wildflowers

●Most wildflowers have natural bug repellents
●Strong immune systems that protect the plants from
garden diseases, and
●Prosper without fertilization



Facts on Wildflowers

●Once established, they are relatively low-maintenance
●Provide a variety of colorful flowers



First Step: Good Research!

●Decide where to create a garden by selecting a
location similar to where the plants would grow in the
wild.
●Visit a nature preserve to find out what types flourish
in your area.
●Locate your site away from tended gardens.



 PLAN FOR SUCCESS

●Assesment of the
following factors will
enhance success!!
●

●



Assesment or failure?     

●Does the area support plants now?
●Is it poorly drained or heavily compacted?
●Does it receive a minimum of 8 hours sun?
●Is there supplemental water available?
●Have you done a soil test?



Preparing the area     

●Clear out the vegetation.
●Dig down at least 8
inches. Is the soil mostly
sand (gritty) or clay
(sticky)?  Is it compacted
(hard to dig) or loose?
●



Preparing the soil    

● If the soil is
compacted, mix in
organic matter.
●Use shredded leaves,
compost, or peat moss.
●If soil test indicated,
add nutrients.

●Good soil make
happy, healthy
plants!
●



                             Planting Time?          

Planting should be decided by seasonal precipitation
rather than by temperature.  In Zone 7, autumn
months of September through December, are most
favorable.  

 Many species will quickly germinate in order to
allow seedlings enough time to establish a healthy
root system before going dormant in the winter.



Planting in Spring?           

●There are risks with an early spring planting. Warm
spring weather and adequate rainfall will accelerate
germination and seedling growth.
●However, if rainfall is sporadic after initial
germination, then followed by an extremely hot, dry
period, supplemental watering will be required to keep
ground from drying out and the seedling from dying.



Planting              

●It is helpful to thoroughly mix a carrier such
as masonry sand, perlite, potting soil, etc., with
the seed to increase volume and aid in even
distribution over your site.
●

●RECOMMENDATION: Minimum of 4 parts
of inert material to 1 part of seed.
●



Planting               

●Broadcast one half of your seed as uniformly
as possible over the prepared area.
●Broadcast the remaining seed perpendicular to
initial sowing.
●Carefully tamp seeds down.
●Water using a light spray.



Maintenance      

●You will need to water
occasionally during driest
month(s) of summer.

●It's a challenge, but keep
burmuda grass out of the
area.



Maintenance          

●SHOULD I FERTILIZE?  It is not recommend that
you fertilize wildflowers unless the area is depleted of
nutrients.
●Fertilization of wildflowers after the plants are
established will produce lush foliage, very few blooms,
and encourage the growth of unwanted weeds.
●If you amend, use a conservative amount at planting.
(1part N; 3 parts Ph;2 parts P)



Maintenance      

  
●Allow two weeks after the full bloom period has
passed for the seeds to mature.  As a rule of thumb,
when the dead brown foliage offsets the floral color
display, the area can be trimmed.
●



Maintenance         

●Mow the area to a height of 4-6 inches.  
●Often two cuttings will be needed to thoroughly break
up the resulting stem and leaf litter.
●Annual mowing aids in seed dispersal, reduces
competition of unwanted weeds & grasses
●Allows sufficient sunlight to penetrate to the lower
growing plants & emerging seedlings.



Maintenance        

●CAUTION: Cutting the
vegetation below 3 inches
has a tendency to damage
the perennial varieties



Will my Wildflowers return next year?

●Did you plant
annuals?
●Did you plant
perennials?
●Did you plant
Biennials (2 yrs.)?
●

●

●If you planted
annuals, unless they
reseed, they will not
return.
●

●If you planted
perennials they should
return.



Mowing Maintenance Recap!!!

●Mow the garden once
after the flowers have
seeded and just before
spring.

●You should then have
a patch full of color
and habitat.



SEED SOURCES

●Internet
●Nursery/Feed Mill
●Collecting (with
permission)
●Friends



SEED SOURCES

●Highcountrygardens.com: Purchase by the pound or
packet.
●Americanmeadows.com: Purchase by the pound or
packet.
●These sites also give excellent information on zones
and recommended species to plant.



●Black-eyed
Susan

●Bachelor
●Buttons

●Mexican
●Hat



TIPS

●Wild sage makes a wonderful ground cover.
●Lupines form a cone of purple flowers and grow back
every year.
●Primrose bloom early in the spring and are good for
ground coverage in natural gardens.
●Coreopsis, Blazing star, Blue vervain, and Milkweeds
are a few other ideas.



WILDFLOWER GARDENS



WILDFLOWER GARDEN POSSIBILITY



WILDFLOWERS/NATIVES

●Formal
●

●

●

●

●Cottage



MORE STYLES

● Native look!



Photos from Kevin Gragg's gardens



If this looks good to you, you may
want to skip the wildflower garden

idea!!



 OR DOES THIS, THE TRUE
WILD GARDEN!



WRAP UP

●Wildflowers are a great idea, but ONLY if they're
planted responsibly.  Avoid those mixed seed packets
unless you know they are meant for your area.
●Just remember to do your homework; use native
species with little or no threat of becoming out of hand.
●Any doubt, check with your local extension office.
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